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TAIS CALENDAR 2009
February 21 Meeting;
Ramey Café, Speakers Gary and Sharron
Peterson.
March 21 Meeting;
speaker and location
TBD.
April 11 Show at Foothill Mall.
August 29 Potluck
and auction
September Sale
October 17 meeting

February 21st
12:00 Lunch
1:00 Program
Gary and Sharon Petterson
of Gardener's World in Phoenix
Gary and Sharon Petterson of Gardener's World in Phoenix will join us & share info
about some exciting new products available to iris growers. Their garden will be on
the Region 15 Spring Trek in Phoenix in April, so they can share their experience &
show us what to expect. I understand that they have a large & fabulous garden. There
will be door prizes.
Place: We'll meet at Cafe Ramey again SW corner of Pima and Swan. This time
Lunch first at noon, then the Program at 1pm. Lunch will be $12.00 including tip,
which will include a choice of Cobb Salad, Cheeseburger, or turkey sandwich with
drinks and desert. They do not take checks so be prepared with cash or plastic. Please
RSVP your lunch choice to Kathy Chilton at ranchiris@aol.com (520) 591-1729.

Page 2: How I do it–
Hybridizing by Margie
Valenzuela

WINTER WONDERLAND?
FEB 10TH IN VAIL, AZ
Gordon Jensen’s pond
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How to Improve Ones' Chances on Making a Cross To Get That Successful
and Desired Seed Pod! by Margie Valenzuela
The southwest has its own particular problems when it comes
to fertilizing an iris. While many parts of the country have to
deal with tons of rain, we have to deal with intense heat, dry,
dry weather, and a LOT of sun during our spring months!

leaves then that cross will not take either. Make SURE before you make that special cross that no aphids are present.
They will literally suck the life out of your fertilized iris embryo – sometimes before or sometimes after it “takes”.

First the basics: Select 2 freshly opened irises of your choice.
Next: Locate the anther with pollen which is located just
under the style arms, then pluck it from the flower using
tweezers. Now take it to the disired iris and brush the pollen
against the underside of all three stigmas (small lip-like structure on the lower surface of each stigmatic lip which is attached to the underside of the style arms). Don't forget to
label your cross and record the cross somewhere on paper!!
You are going to want to know who the parents were when
you introduce your iris!! The 'Pod parent' is always listed
first on the recorded cross, and the 'Pollen parent' is listed
second. The record of your cross will look something like
this: Mesmerizer x Honky Tonk Blues. If the cross "takes" /or
is successful then the Pod parent will grow a small watermelon-look-alike seed pod. This seed pod will hold anywhere
from 1 to 120 seeds. The average seed pod has about 50
seeds, give or take. It usually takes about 8 weeks for the pod
to mature. When the pods resemble a light brown walnut
shell and the top of the pod begins to crack, it is time to collect the seeds.

Other factors I’ve found to help increase your chances to get
that much desired cross to “take” is A.) Look for that shiny,
sticky area just inside the lip area of the style arm. If it’s not
shiny and sticky don’t waste your pollen; wait until it IS
shiny and sticky. B.) If you want that cross to take then pollinate it heavily. C.) I’ve found that fresh fluffy pollen will
pollinate better than old pollen. But…….if you only have old
pollen then use it. Many times I’ve found it will work too!
D.) After you place the pollen inside the lip then carefully,
gently press that area you’ve just pollinated using your thumb
on one side and your finger (or two fingers if you have small
fingers) on the other. It helps to seal the pollen onto that
sticky substance.

Now this information isn’t only for southwest iris hybridizers; there are many pointers given in this article that will
benefit all who make crosses. So……..how can we improve
our chances to get that much desired cross to “take” and develop into a full grown seed pod? Well………here are a few
things I’ve learned and maybe this information can help you
too.

Another thing I’ve noticed is that light breezes seem to be
OK on a newly fertilized iris, but not so much so if it’s terribly windy.
Question: Now – Let’s say you have potentially awful (way
hot, cold, or rainy, etc) weather a lot of the spring, but you’d
like to have a nice seed pod or two develop on this one certain favorite iris of yours. What can you do to help improve
the chances?

Answer: In the fall plant a couple of rhizomes of your desired
favorite iris in a 5 gallon or larger container/ or pot. Leave it
outdoors as you would your other irises, only slightly more
protected, possibly under a porch or next to the house. When
spring arrives and the stalks produce buds that are beginning
One of the most important factors I’ve found is that the
to open (and if the weather is hostile) then bring the pot inground should be watered the night before or early that morn- doors. Once indoors use a spray-mist bottle to create a more
ing (a couple hours before pollinating takes place). A moist
humid environment for the potted iris. Then proceed with the
ground seems to cause the iris blossom to become more refertilization process. If the weather continues to be unceptive………possibly because it may help the plant to hold friendly then leave the plant indoors misting it on a regular
up better in warm breezes or withstand quickly climbing
basis. You may also take it outdoors again as the weather
temperatures. I’m not certain why - - but I’ve discovered
turns nice, and then bring it back in when the weather be(even with irises planted in pots) that if they are watered the
comes hostile again. I’ll be the first to admit the chances are
night before (or early that morning), having moist soil when
not THAT good, but they are not bad either!!! I’ve had sevfertilization is taking place increases the chances of that cross eral fertilizations “take” indoors using this method. But note:
significantly.
Once you can see a pod forming, don’t think it’s free and
clear to put it back outdoors. Oh no……wait until the pod is
Another factor I’ve found to be true is how high the tempera- of good size before you put it outdoors in extremely hostile
ture of the day will reach to. If the temperature of the day
conditions (way too hot, too cold, too rainy, too windy, etc.).
reaches over 82-83 degrees while the iris sits in full sun then Or wait until the weather is nice. If the pod is young/ too
it won’t matter how much you do, or how careful you are to
immature and placed outdoors in hostile weather, then once
make that cross - - it just won’t take! The plant will choose to again the plant will sacrifice its’ pod due to the stress factor it
combat the stress factor of the heat and sun rather than prohas to overcome. The iris plant will choose to protect the
duce a pod. However I’ve also found that if the irises are
health and energy in the rhizome over caring for its’ pod. (A
given sufficient shade in the afternoon then they will tolerate tomato plant does just the opposite - - it’ll hold onto its’
temperatures up to 86-88 degrees before choosing to give up newly formed tomato because its future lies in those
the fertilization of that cross.
seeds. A tomato plant has no rhizome to care for.)
A third factor I’ve found is that in many cases if there are
aphids on the blossom or hiding in the plants’ sword-like
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Now I know that this article is somewhat lengthy, but if
even ONE of these pointers improve your seed pod results
just a little then I’ve done my job. And if many of these
pointers increase your chances 50% to 75% then you’ll be
happier during the iris hybridizing season then you’ve
ever been – as you gaze upon ALL those seed pods. In
closing - - I'm wishing everyone a successful hybridizing
iris season come spring 2009!

Minutes to the Membership meeting on Jan 24, 2009
Location was at Ramey Cafe
Meeting started at 11:20am

Margie Valenzuela
Oro Valley, AZ.
Hybridizer and TAIS, AIS, & TBIS Member
Iris Introductions through Nola’s Iris Garden
In San Jose, Ca.

He finished with present and future seedlings and
introductions

After the speaker finished we had the drawings. EveMeeting started with some announcements of coming ryone who attended got an iris.
events
Patrick O’Connor brought certificates for 6 of his
Regional Trek in Phoenix Apr 17-19. Hybridizer
new releases The winners of these were Tina Damico –
Casparek is the main speaker for this event
Rigolats
April 11 will be the Tucson Mall Iris showvolunteers needed

Sherry Musil – Duck Lady

April 12 Gordon Jensen will have an open house of
his garden

Paul Bessey – Little Woods

Then the speaker, Patrick O’Connor of Zydeco Gardens spoke about Louisiana Irises

Doug Larson – Katrina Dog

Dian Curran – German Coast
Kathy Chilton – Dog Eat Dog

Then there were several other Louisiana irises and
two tall bearded irises for the picking and they were won
by Margie Valenzuela, Gordon Jensen, Carolyn Cowen,
He then showed many slides of the varieties that exist
Gary Carruthers, Ben Herman, HL Swain, Ruth Over,
today. This included a discussion of edging, ruffles, differ- Jinny Hesler, and Perri Larsen.
ent forms (such as width of the falls etc), size, stalk strucMeeting adjourned at 1:15pm
ture and colors. The emphasis on color showed that purple
Next
meeting will be February 21. Location and time TBD
and white tend to be paired together along with red and
yellow.
He first started with a history of Louisiana Irises, the
original species and where the different varieties reside

Next he went into desired and undesired qualities of
new varieties
He then went into general care and answered several
questions from the audience

FINANCIAL REPORT 11-1-08 THRU 2-11-09
Beginning 11/1/08
4,753.03
Expenses:
Website maintenance
450.00
O'Connor program
407.48
AIS membership
50.00 -907.48
3,845.55
Receipts:
Memberships
291.00
Iris sales
4.00
295.00
Balance on hand 2/11/09
4,140.55

Iris melodies
Gordon’s Garden

Garden
Tour
Come visit my garden. April 12th from 2 PM until sunset.
14538 E Desert Plume Ct
Vail, AZ 85641

Over 200 varieties of
Irises and 24 rose
bushes.

14538 E Desert Plume Ct
Vail, AZ 85641

Phone: 510-708-2354
redheadclan@cox.net
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TAIS Contact Info

Secretary, Dian Curran
(520) 762-9710

President, Kathy Chilton

Dian_b_curran@raytheon.com

(520) 591-1729

Treasurer, Maxine Fifer

Ranchiris@aol.com

(520) 743-7993

Vice President, Ben Herman

wetypefast@aol.com

(520) 296-2129
herman@atmo.arizona.edu

Editor: Gordon Jensen
(520) 203-8259
redheadclan@cox.net

